
2016-04-25 Stand Up Meeting notes
Who Planned - Monday Accomplished - Friday

Brock 
Angelo IMLCZO-77

Meet with Derek and review data 
sources
Try again to see if I can get out to 
the Flux tower with Steve
Continue progress on 
Geodashboard refactor

IMLCZO-77 pull request submitted
Reviewed data sources with Derek and updated the site config for parameter groups.
Steve was not able to go to the flux tower again this week.
Added a few updates to the mock-api: had some issues in some of the api responses so 
added unit tests and got them resolved

Rob 
Kooper

   

Jong Lee
NIST-CORE Workshop
HR

NIST-CORE Workshop
HR
BD Report

Rui Liu
BD: Polyglot refactoring design, 
start implementing.
Earthcube: Search data; upgrade 
Emeli web for Peishi; Time/space 
annotation. Other tasks for May 4 
webinar.

BD: Polyglot refactoring SS-registration,heartbeat (BD-1048, 1049) mostly done.
Earthcube: upgrade BMI and Emeli-web for Peishi; deployed geotiff extractor in the dts-
dev virtual host, so Clowder on dts-dev and ecgs-dev can use it. Made updates so the 
skos:exactMatch rules can be used in production mode. Multi meetings for May 6 demo.

Kenton 
McHenry BD Report

Polyglot refacotring/review
NDS Report items
HR
CS Presentation

BD Report
Polyglot refacotring/review
NDS Report items
HR
CS presentation
CHiMAD presentation
New NDS wiki

Christoph
er 
Navarro

NIST
continue working on combining 
EQ + Tsunami damage
All hands meeting Wed - Fri.

NIST
Continued working on combined eq + tsunami damage
all hands meeting, returned Friday night

Luigi 
Marini

 
Brown Dog

new sprint started
debugging and profiling of fence hanging

SEAD 
GUI improvements
pull requests
MVP meetings

Earthcube 
annotate csv webapp
book chapter revisions
preparations for presentation/demo next week

HR

Michal 
Ondrejcek SEAD - JIRA

MDF - NDS/2016-04-25+Kickoff
MWRD - talk to Erhu about the 
Water consumption graph

SEAD - JIRA
MDF - NDS/2016-04-25+Kickoff
MWRD - done
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Smruti 
Padhy

 
BD

Addressed the review comments from the team on XSEDE paper
Reviewed the whole paper again with Jay and submitted the paper
Started working on key/token support for BD-CLI
Had a meeting with Praveen's student on landsat NDVI processing

SDN
Wrote a script that combined the experiment of IFB and HTB and did the proper 
classification and rate limiting.
Did code clean, uploaded to the repo and added a README

HR

Sandeep 
Puthanve
etil 
Satheesan

BD
DTS 5 Sprint tasks

DEBOD
Get back to development

VAT

 

 - CATS-395 Moving 
datasets in or out of a space 
should update multimedia 

 distances collection TO DO

BD
Worked on sprint tasks

DEBOD
Update meeting

IARP
Started with attending a knowledge transfer session by Marcus
Initiated OpenCV installation in Comet

Inna 
Zharnitsky

Work on my Sprint tasks - BD-994 BD-994:

-Created model to use for saving deployment messages data. 
-When sending a request message from TC to EM (via rabbitmq), save this information to 
mongo. 
-When receiving status update from EM to TC (via rabbitmq), save the status in mongo.

 -Created a page to display deployment info about a single request 

 - Created a page to display deployment info about ALL requests 
- Code to query the db for deployment info about single request (based on the id) and multiple 
requests 
- Added code to create an id for the request, pass it as part of a rabbitmq message to EM; 
then the same id is included in TC's response. This way we can identify that two messages 
(TC->EM request and EM->TC response) are related.

Marcus 
Slavenas

 
IARP

knowledge transfer to Sandeep
meeting

GLTG
run noaa to dev
rerun fox river to dev
tried running data to prod from dev - connectivity issues

copied db from dev to prod
BD

meet with Kenton and Rui about polyglot tasks
start looking through polyglot code

1.5 days off

Indira 
Gutierrez 
Polo

SEAD:

Filter elasticSearch results based on 
permissions
Review Pull Requests

CyberSEES:

Setup new rhessys workflow on wssi

GLM:

Work on new search page template

SEAD:

Filter elasticSearch results based on permissions
Fix Permission on listInsideDatasets
Cleanup code using requiresLogin instead of Permission.
Fix ORE map based on feedback
Fix bug in root-collections by user.
Review Pull Requests

CyberSEES:

Setup new rhessys workflow on wssi - In Progress.
Update datawolf on wssi to work with mysql instead of file directory

GLM:

Work on new search page template
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Yong 
Wook Kim Update NIST-CORE presentation 

videos
Work on Tornado EPN link damage 
analysis
NIST all hands meeting at Ft. 
Collins, CO

Updated NIST-CORE videos
Finished EPN link damage analysis
Fixed wildfire validator for delayed input checking
NIST all hands meeting

Omar 
Elabd NGA Warning Update

Data Ontology
All Hands Meeting, Out Wed - Friday

NGA Warning Update
All Hands Meeting

Maxwell 
Burnette

   

Eugene 
Roeder

   

Yan Zhao  
SEAD

use updateName instead of updateUserField api
bug of edit file & folder's name
events stuff

MSC
get revised paper from Amelia, thank you.
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